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We are a leading provider of MES and workflow
software for additive manufacturing. Our 
software solutions empower manufacturers 
to manage their additive manufacturing 
operations and achieve streamlined, 
automated processes. 

With customers in 32 countries across a 
range of industries, we specialize in enabling 
companies to successfully integrate AM into 
their wider manufacturing processes and scale 
their AM operations.

W: www.amfg.ai
E: info@amfg.ai
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Post-Processing & QMS 

Requests & Communication 

Machine Connection 

Additive with CNC & Injection Moulding

Workflow Automation 

Supply Chain Management

Digital Warehouse 

Scheduling Automation

Distributed 
Manufacturing 

Traceable End Part 
Manufacturing 

Additive with CNC &
Injection Moulding 

Ordering Portal 

Machine Analysis 100+ Integrations 

Production Scheduling 

Drive scalability, whether you produce 

in-house, via partners or follow a 

hybrid approach to manage peak 

workloads, AMFG automates your 

end-to-end part journey.

Achieve complete workflow visibility 

with AMFG. Track each item through 

automatically assigned serial numbers 

and meet critical industry standards, 

such as AS9100 or ISO 9001 

Leverage AMFG’s MES SaaS 

solution beyond additive. Manage 

and automate your conventional 

manufacturing technologies in a 

single seamless workflow.

Connect your entire AM workflow

A complete end-to-end 
workflow solution

Streamline and standardize your order management
processes with our centralized order management 
system and integrated communication tools.

Use actionable, data-driven insights to achieve maximum
ROI and KPI performance with AMFG’s integrated 
machine analytics and reporting tools.

AMFG offers a seamless integration to your existing 
systems including ERP, PLM, BI, CRM, Build Prep, 
Logistics, for full process automation.

AMFG provides automation software for additive manufacturing. With a complete workflow management solution, we help
companies achieve highly efficient and automated AM workflows. Visit www.amfg.ai or email/call us for more.

AMFG provides a full production suite, incl auto-scheduling
for end-parts, so you can achieve full visibility across 
production sites, optimize machine usage and much more.


